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Fireboat 41, March 28, 2022 
 

On March 28, 2022, Fireboat 41 (FB41 hereafter) was docked at Sandy 
Point State Park and was being identified as Fireboat 19 (FB19). Actual FB19 

was not in-service at the time because of scheduled repairs. As is common 
practice, FB41 was moved from the West River to Sandy Point State Park 

and was being operated by the members assigned to Station 19. Dive Boat 8 
was reassigned from the Annapolis Neck Fire Station (where it is kept on a 

trailer) and relocated to Parish Creek Landing (the normal marina of FB41) 
on the West River and was being operated by members assigned to Station 

41 as FB41.  

 
The boat that sank is a Moose Boat, Model M2-35 normally docked in 

the West River and operated by Station 41. For the balance of this report, 
this boat will be referred to as FB41. To be clear, FB41 on March 28, 2022 

Historic Picture: FB41 operating on the Chesapeake Bay 



was being operated by members assigned to Station 19, was being identified 

as FB19 and was operating from the Sandy Point State Park.  
 

On March 28, 2022, members of Station 19 reported to Sandy Point 
State Park, followed standard practices, and got the boat underway from the 

marina. Three of the crew were wearing drysuits and the fourth was wearing 
a float suit. All members also were wearing personal floatation devices 

(PFDs). The goal for the evolution was to train two of the four members 
onboard on restricted visibility operations.  

 
FB41 proceeded out into the Chesapeake Bay in an easterly direction 

before turning north-westerly and commencing the training evolution with 
the first of the two trainees (both Mate-1 certified). The crew experienced 

strong winds and large-choppy waves but noted no issues with the vessel. 
 

Upon reaching a point east of the Gibson Island causeway, the crew 

changed course to an easterly direction before proceeding south-southeast. 
During this time, the first trainee operating the vessel switched with the 

second trainee. The second trainee’s evolution started and again, initially, 
the crew noted no problems with the vessel. 

 
While on this course, the second trainee noted that FB41 wanted to 

steer to port. The officer speaking with the trainee instructed the trainee to 
increase the boat speed. The trainee stated that he had the boat’s throttles 

wide open but the boat would not get up on a plane and wanted to steer to 
port. 

 
The officer, a Motor Vessel Operator, then assumed control of the 

vessel from the trainee and verified the throttle positions. At about the same 
time, the crew noted the vessel had a port list. One member went aft, 

leaving the pilothouse, to check the port side aft bilge. He was unable to 

open the port side aft bilge hatch because of ponding water on the deck. He 
went forward, opened the midship port bilge hatch and noted 8-12” of water 

in the bilge. He then re-secured the hatch and notified the officer of what he 
had found. 

 
The officer relinquished operating the vessel to the assigned FF-III, a 

Motor Vessel Operator, and directed the FF-III to head westerly in an 
attempt to ground the vessel on a shoal area near Gibson Island. The officer 

then made notifications (“maydays”) to Fire Alarm and the United States 
Coast Guard that they were taking on water. 

 



A full Water Rescue Box was dispatched by Fire Alarm. Maryland 

Natural Police Resources officers at Sandy Point State Park heard the VHF 
mayday transmission and responded.  

 
The FF-III attempted to get FB41 to shoal water but quickly lost thrust 

in both motors. At this time water started to enter the pilothouse and the 
crew abandoned their attempt to save the vessel. The crew exited the 

pilothouse as the stern of the vessel sank. They entered the water and swam 
next to the vessel before climbing onto the floating bow section. 

 
The Maryland Natural Resources Police officers arrived shortly 

thereafter, rescued the crew and took the crew to a private pier on Gibson 
Island for medical evaluation. Thankfully, the crew only suffered from mild 

cold exposure. 
 

FB41’s stern dug into the bottom of the Chesapeake Bay in 

approximately 26’ of water. The bow continued to float for several days 
while salvage crews waited for a weather window to raise FB41. While 

waiting, the bow eventually sank but remained in a generally raised position 
several feet off the bottom. 

 
Once raised, FB41 was taken to the Maryland Natural Resources Police 

facility at Matapeake where it was removed from the water by a travel lift. 
Once removed, it was placed in a secure area. Members of the Post-Incident 

Review Team (IRT hereafter) investigating the sinking of FB41 were present 
when FB41 was raised from the bottom by the salvage company and when 

FB41 was lifted from the water at Matapeake. 
 

Executive Summary 
 

FB41 sank because of the synergistic effect of various factors. There 

were no actions or omissions of the operating crew that resulted in the 
sinking of FB41 on March 28, 2022. The vessel was designed to operate in 

the prevailing conditions and the crew was sufficiently trained to operate the 
vessel. The crew, though sufficiently trained, lacked comprehensive tacit 

knowledge of the particular vessel they were operating, thus they did not 
initially notice the flooding of the port pontoon. The crew, because of 

inadequacies in the placement of a high-water visual alarm coupled with a 

disabled high-water audible alarm would not have notice of the flooding until 
the fireboat developed a port list. 

 
Water entered over the transom and stern area because of aggressive 

wave action generated by gale force winds against a flood tide. The lack of 
transom scuppers or drains held the water in place and created a loading 



effect on the stern. Water entered into the port pontoon and then 

subsequently the starboard pontoon, through faulty hatch gaskets after the 
ponding of the water in the stern area of the vessel. The loading of water on 

the deck, and in the bilges, exacerbated the increased weight of the stern 
from the larger new motors and new generator. 

 
Water that entered via the deck hatches was not held in the aft portion 

of each pontoon because the pontoons were equipped with soft patches 
rather than watertight bulkheads. The soft patches allowed water to migrate 

forward to the midship section of each pontoon. 
 

Water, once in both the aft and midship sections of the pontoon, was 
not dewatered because of the failed automatic high-water canisters attached 

to each bilge pump. The lack of dewatering by the bilge pumps allowed 
water to continue to flood into the vessel from the deck hatches. As the 

vessel became heavier, the stern became lower in the water which increased 

the flow of water into the bilge on both the port and starboard sides. When 
the crew noticed the port list of FB41 and checked the midship port bilge, 

water of 8-12” had accumulated. At this point, the buoyancy of FB41 was 
overcome and the vessel began to sink by the stern. 

 
The crew of FB41 realizing that the fireboat was sinking made radio 

contact with both Fire Alarm and the United States Coast Guard (via VHF 
radio).  They declared a mayday, stated that they were sinking, gave their 

position and stated other relevant data. Maryland Natural Resources Police 
officers stationed at Sandy Point responded and rescued the FB41 crew. 

 
FB41 crew’s survivability is directly related to their adherence to the 

wearing of appropriate cold weather gear with a PFD, their discipline in 
declaring a mayday and requesting assistance and their staying on the bow 

of the flooded vessel.  

 
On April 1, 2022, a FB41 Post-Incident Review Team (IRT) was 

appointed by Assistant Fire Chief Lawrence Schultz. The Investigation 
Committee was tasked with collecting all relevant facts regarding the sinking 

of FB41, identify root causes and contributing factors, and to make 
recommendations to improve operational safety and minimize or eliminate 

the chances of recurrence. The appointed members of the IRT are: 
  

Battalion Chief David Chen, Chief of Special Operations (including 
marine operations), Motor Vessel Operator, Rescue Diver. 

 



Battalion Chief Ned Ross, Motor Vessel Operator, Instructor, USCG 

Master – 100 Tons, USN E-Qualification (Master Skipper), Safety 
Officer. 

 
Lieutenant Eric Peterson, Safe Boat Operator, Rescue Diver, Instructor, 

Certified Safety Officer. 
 

Lieutenant Chris King (Annapolis Fire Department), Motor Vessel 
Operator, Instructor, Annapolis City Marine Program Coordinator. 

 
Sergeant Brad Bunting (Maryland Natural Resources Police), USCG 

Master – 100 Tons, Boat Operation and Navigation Instructor, Boat 
Accident Investigator, Vessel Committee Member. 

 
FF-III Greg Bennett, Motor Vessel Operator, USCG Master – 50 Tons, 

Marine Program Instructor. 

 
FF-III Chris Harris, Motor Vessel Operator, Marine Program Instructor. 

 

Critical Factors in Connection with the Sinking  
of FB41 before March 28, 2022 

 

Preventive Maintenance 
 

The preventative maintenance records and records of vessel repairs 
were reviewed by the IRT. It was determined that the Operative IQ (OP IQ 

hereafter) systems used for all vehicle and vessel repairs may not be 
adequate for Department vessels. Currently, preventative maintenance 

checks are done on a daily basis and deficiencies are noted within the OP IQ 
system. If the assigned Department station officer or Motor Vessel Operator 

determines that the repair is of significant issue, the officer will contact a 
Ground Support representative after contacting the area Battalion Chief 

and/or the Special Operations Chief. If the issue is of a minor nature, the 
station officer will email the station Captain about the problem. Once found, 

the notification and sharing of any problem and any repair will be managed 
at the station level.  

 
More in depth “weekly-checks,” or general inspections, are done on 

each vessel once a week. These checks go into greater detail with an 

examination of all vessel systems and components. Bilge water levels, bilge 
pumps, if accessible, and high-water alarms are only checked weekly.  

Deficiencies found during the weekly checks are reported in the same 
manner as the daily preventive maintenance checks.  



 

Currently the Department does not conduct either a pre-response or 
post-response check of a vessel. The Department operates under the 

assumption that the use of preventative maintenance checks and weekly 
checks will assure a vessel is ready for departure and operation. Any 

deficiencies resulting during operations are corrected or documented by the 
operating crew at the conclusion of the response. 

 
Determinations of what qualifies as a deficiency that may render a 

vessel out-of-service, are based on communications of available station 
personnel, available Ground Support personnel, the respective Battalion 

Chief and, if available, the Special Operations Chief. The Ground Support 
representative and the Battalion Chief making the decision about a vessel 

being out-of-service may not have a marine background or qualification. 
 

Repairs of the vessel are managed by Ground Support personnel. If 

applicable, Ground Support staff will handle the actual repair dockside. 
Repairs that exceed the capabilities of Ground Support personnel are 

referred to a vendor and the vessel is scheduled for service based on the 
priority of the repair. As noted further in this Report, several of the 

contributing factors in the sinking of FB41 center on repairs of the vessel 
and the assumption that the high-water alarm repair was not a priority. In 

fact the high-water alarm repair was a critically required repair that should 
have placed the vessel out-of-service until investigated and fixed. The Anne 

Arundel County Emergency Response Boat, Boat Information Book, 
published on July 14, 2010, page 85 states “[I]t is especially important to 

investigate a high bilge water alarm immediately, as that alarm indicates 
rising water that is not being controlled by the bilge pump.” 

 
Recommendation: It is the recommendation of the IRT that the 

Department closely examine the preventive maintenance and weekly 

maintenance check schedules to verify that each check sufficiently addresses 
a marine vessel. The Department must alter the daily check schedule to 

verify bilge water levels, bilge pump functionality and the function of high-
water alarms. The Department must investigate and correct any deficiencies 

in the reporting of vessel repair needs and extrapolate a decision process of 
what repairs or deficiencies place a vessel out-of-service. The Department 

must budget for annual marine vessel surveys and plan for vessel repairs to 
be done by a certified marine mechanic. The Department should develop 

pre-deployment, underway and return-to-port checklists. 
 

Crew Training 
 



An analysis of crew training was conducted by the IRT. The evaluation 

of training records supports a finding that FB41 was operated by four 
members of the Department with two members being certified as Motor 

Vessel Operators and the remaining two crew members certified to the Mate 
I standard. Thus, on March 28, 2022, FB41 was appropriately staffed with a 

qualified crew.  
 

The Investigative Committee concluded that the crew had sufficient 
knowledge of the vessel, as FB41 was being used as FB19, to operate the 

vessel and all vessel systems. The vessel was being used at the time of this 
incident for crew training. The two Mate I firefighters were being trained on 

restricted visibility tasks associated with higher certification. While the 
training was being conducted, a look-out and all other United States Coast 

Guard Rules of the Road were being followed. 
 

The training being conducted, in weather conditions that the crew 

believed would not exceed a Small Craft Warning, on a vessel not normally 
assigned as FB19, caused the crew to not perceive the flooding that started 

to occur when the vessel changed to an E/ENE heading. As is further 
explained in subsequent sections, FB41 started taking on water and flooding 

with this change of direction. The crew, though familiar with the vessel and 
the vessel systems, only had a limited amount of tacit knowledge about 

FB41. This crew, if they regularly trained and responded with FB41 in similar 
conditions, may have been able to detect the flooding earlier. 

 
Recommendation: It is the recommendation of the IRT that the 

Department develop a protocol for Motor Vessel Operators and Mates at both 
Station 19 and Station 41 to regularly train and respond with vessels to 

which they may be assigned. The goal being to develop comprehensive tacit 
knowledge of each vessel’s capabilities and handling characteristics in 

varying conditions. Additionally, the Department should develop a training 

module on mayday procedures which should include the manual activation of 
the bilge pumps. On this incident, one member was detailed to FB19 (not 

regularly assigned). As such, this member had not been issued a personnel 
drysuit and wore a “float suit.” A float suit, commonly called a work suit, has 

inherent flotation and insulation from cold air. It is not a drysuit and does 
not provide thermal protection in the water. In this incident, the member 

wearing the float suit had the greatest degree of exposure issues because he 
became wet and cold. As such, the Department should develop a process to 

provide all members operating on fireboats in cold weather with drysuits. 
 

Critical Factors in Connection with the Sinking 
 of FB41 on March 28, 2022 

 



Wind and Tide 

 
On March 28, 2022 the Chesapeake Bay from Sandy Point to the 

Patapsco River was under a Gale Warning. National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration’s (NOAA) defines a Gale Warning as “sustained surface winds, 

or frequent gusts, in the range of 34 knots (39 mph) to 47 knots (54 mph) 
inclusive, either predicted or occurring, and not directly associated with a 

tropical cyclone.” NOAA predicted that winds in the area of Gibson Island, 

MD would be N/NW 20-35 knots with waves of 2-4 feet. 
 

The recorded weather by the National Weather Service, at the 
Baltimore Washington International Airport, between 1400 hours (2:00 PM) 

to 1600 hours (4:00 PM) on March 28, 2022 was a sustained N/NW wind 
varying between 22.5 knots (26 mph) to 26.5 knots (30 mph) with wind 

gusts of 39.95 knots (46 mph) to 40.81 knots (47 mph). The air 
temperature was 38 degrees (F) and the water temperature was 47.3 

degrees (F). 
 

There was a flood (incoming) tide during this time. High tide at 
Annapolis, MD was at 1643 hours on March 28, 2022. Because the 

Chesapeake Bay is shallow as compared to the ocean, it is a known fact to 
mariners that the Chesapeake Bay has choppy waves as compared to rolling 

waves in the deeper ocean. FB41 after leaving Sandy Point was operating in 

water 17’ to 33’ in depth west of the Craighill Channel. Given the fact that 
the wind was N/NW, and the tide was in a flood stage, the wind action, plus 

wind fetch (uninterrupted distance the wind traveled across the water) was 
creating waves against the incoming tide. The overall effect was a wave 

height higher than the NOAA forecasted wave height with a shorter period 
(period is defined as two consecutive crests passing one specified point). The 

NOAA forecast was wave height to be 2-4’ but FB41 experienced waves of 
3.8’ to 5.2’ with a wave period of 2 seconds (based on National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration’s Chesapeake Bay Interpretive Buoy Data 
System).  

 
OPM4, Section II (ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN HIGH WINDS OR WAVES) 

C. specifies: “Winds 33 knots or higher or Waves 8 feet or higher or Gale 
Warning issued by the National Weather Service - Fire Department vessels 

will not respond to emergencies. Fire Alarm will be immediately notified in 

the event that the vessel is unable to respond due to unsafe sea conditions.” 
The FB41 IRT determined through interviews that there is a general 

consensus among Marine Vessel Operators (MVO), that County fireboats 
may operate in Gale conditions if the MVO feels comfortable in doing such 

and that a Battalion Chief approves such action. 
 



On March 28, 2022, the crew of FB41, during interviews, each verified 

that they had checked the weather and thought they would be operating in 
Small Craft Warning conditions (NOAA Small Craft Warning is issued when 

winds forecast or occurring are in the range of 20 to 33 knots). Under OPM 
4, Section II. B., FB41 would be permitted to operate in Small Craft Warning 

conditions. FB41’s crew did check with Battalion Chief 2 on March 28, 2022 
and were authorized to conduct training. The IRT concluded that neither 

FB41’s crew nor Battalion Chief 2 knew the crew would be operating in Gale 
Warning conditions. 

 
The conclusion of the IRT is that FB41 operated in conditions that, if 

the other factors listed within this Report had not been present, would not 
have disabled or sunk the vessel. Clearly FB41’s crew checked the weather 

but obtained an inaccurate forecast that did not represent the conditions 
that they would encounter.  

 

Recommendation: It is the recommendation of the IRT that the 
Department update and codify the language contained in OPM 4 in the form 

of a SOG. In particular, the Department must restate the parameters of 
when fireboats are allowed to operate. Additionally, the Department must 

institute a practice that allows fireboat crews to have accurate forecasts for 
areas where they will be operating. 

 

Water Intrusion and Deck Drainage 
 

FB41, after leaving Sandy Point, traveled East for four minutes at 11-
33 knots. Then FB41 turned and traveled in a NNW direction for 36 minutes 

at 8-12 knots. The wind and waves made the decks wet during the NNW 
passage but waves did not inundate the vessel’s decks because of the high 

bow. At approximately 1448 hours, FB41 turned from a N/NW course to an 
ENE/E course at 9-12 knots. This action resulted in the wind and waves 

striking FB41 on the port quarter near the diver door and waves began to 
inundate the stern deck collecting at the transom. FB41 stayed on this 

course for six minutes. After which FB41 turned to a SSE heading for twelve 
minutes at 3-9 knots. On the SSE heading, waves and wind were hitting the 

stern and transom of FB41. The freeboard (distance from the waterline to 
the deck) of FB41 at the stern is 17”. Waves of 3.8’ to 5.2’ quickly exceeded 

the 17” freeboard of the transom. Additionally, the period of the waves 

striking the transom, once every two seconds, created substantial loading of 
water and the need for dewatering via the vessel scuppers and the channels 

built into the deck at the base of the port and starboard diver doors. 
 



 
 

Additionally, FB41 was built with high gunwales and walkways from 

the bow, along the pilothouse area until just forward of the diver doors. The 
high gunwales provide protection for the crew but can cause water to funnel 

to the stern. The gunwales have two scuppers on both the port and 
starboard sides to drain water. But, other than the two scuppers per side 

and two small channels under the diver doors, there is no drainage for water 
on the deck. This funneling effect can be magnified when FB41 is operating 

in rough conditions, taking waves over the side, while not on plane. The 
slower boat speed generally translates to a bow up – stern down position. 

Thus, water on the deck, not removed by the scuppers or channels, will flow 
and pond at the stern.  

 
FB41 is designed with a self-draining deck. Two scuppers are located 

midship on each side of the hull. Additionally, two channels are located 
under each side of the diver door and diver doors are located on the port 

and starboard quarter. Together, four scuppers and four channels are used 

to drain water from the deck of FB41. However, there are no scuppers or 
drains located directly in the stern or through the transom of FB41. The 

channels under the diver doors are smaller openings as compared to the 
scuppers. The effect being that water that enters over the transom will be 

dewatered first by the smaller channels under the diver door and then by the 



forward port and starboard scuppers once the water is deep enough on the 

deck to reach the midship section of the vessel. 
 

In this case, the diver door channels could not dewater the quantity of 
water entering over the transom from wave action. As such, water collected 

in the stern section until it was deep enough to reach the side scuppers. 
FB41’s crew noticed a portside list and investigated the stern during which 

the crew noted several inches of water covering the stern deck forward to 
the midship section of the deck. To help dewater the deck, the FB41’s crew 

removed a diver door to create a larger opening. The crew finding the deck 
under several inches of water is representative of the IRT’s finding that wave 

action had overwhelmed the self-draining ability of the scuppers and 
channels and there was a ponding effect of water on the stern deck that 

could not be drained adequately and added substantial weight to the stern 
section of FB41. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
FB41 was equipped from the manufacturer with watertight locking port 

and starboard bilge compartments. The compartment on the port side holds 
the gas fire pump engine and the starboard compartment holds the 

generator and diesel fuel tank for the generator. Both compartments have 
gaskets with a hatch locking system that holds the hatch tight against the 

gaskets. By design of the vessel, the port side hatch is larger as compared 
to the starboard hatch on FB41. 

 

FB41’s (left) freeboard at stern as compared to FB19’s (right) freeboard at stern. 

Also note high gunwales on FB41 as compared to the flush deck on FB19. 



The IRT determined that the original gaskets were replaced at some 

point prior to the sinking of FB41. The replacement gaskets are similar in 
design and construction to gaskets used to seal the compartment doors of 

land-based apparatus. Additionally, it was noted that the port side latch was 
bent, not adjusted correctly, and had excessive wear and damage to the 

deck mount plate. Testing determined that this latch would allow the port 
hatch door to deflect upward one-half inch even when in the closed and 

locked position. Utilizing a system to represent frequent wave intrusion but 
not the deck flooding as was experienced by FB41 on March 28, 2022, the 

IRT noted severe water intrusion into both port and starboard compartments 
even when the hatches were locked closed. It is surmised that when the 

deck was flooded, water intrusion into both compartments would be 
excessive and quickly overwhelm the buoyancy of the vessel. The port side 

bilge, when only half flooded, was calculated to increase the vessel weight 
by 9,000 pounds. In the conditions experienced by FB41, while traveling in 

the SSE heading, the port side hatch at the intersection with the transom 

was always under water and provided substantial flooding to the port 
compartment. 

 
Recommendation: It is the recommendation of the IRT that the 

Department consult with a naval architect on the design of any new vessels. 
Safety margins should allow for operation of the vessel in gale conditions on 

the Chesapeake Bay. Additionally, all work done on any vessels owned by 
the Department should be done by a certified marine mechanic utilizing 

replacement parts and components that match the originally designed part 
or component. If exact replacement parts or components are unavailable, 

the Department should be wary of substituting parts without careful study 
and understanding of the substitute part or component’s suitability. 

Alternatively, the Department should seek approval from the boat builder for 
said substitute component or part. All watertight seals and gaskets should 

be checked for integrity at regular intervals via flow testing. 



 

 Port side hatch with original gasket on delivery from Moose Boats.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

Port side hatch door with replacement gasket material. 

Flood testing. Note water level washed over the port hatch but test did not include the 

ponding of water which FB41 experienced on March 28, 2022. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Port side water intrusion through gasket during flood testing. 

Port side hatch flood testing. During testing, the gasket allowed a constant flow of water into 

the compartment. 



 

 

 

Bilge Pumps Location and High-Water Alarm 
 

FB41 is a catamaran with two separate pontoons that support the deck 

and cabin areas. Each pontoon is separated from the other pontoon with a 
watertight bulkhead. Additionally, each pontoon is internally divided by a 

soft patch. The port pontoon has an open channel running fore to aft within 

the pontoon. The soft patch in both pontoons is a physical barrier but is not 
a watertight bulkhead. Testing by the IRT determined that any water 

entering a pontoon would be restricted in movement by the soft patch but 
that water will penetrate the adjacent section of the pontoon through the 

soft patch.  
 

The IRT reviewed the Anne Arundel County Emergency Response Boat, 
Boat Information Book, published on July 14, 2010. During the review, the 



IRT found inconsistencies between information contained in the Boat 

Information Book and the current construction of FB41. On pages 6, 8 and 
85 of the Boat Information Book, the author clearly states that each of 

FB41’s pontoons (“hulls”) are divided into three watertight compartments. 
To create the watertight compartments, there would be watertight bulkheads 

and sealed hose and wiring runs. As FB41 was delivered on September 29, 
2010, this book was published on July, 14, 2010 and the author is identified 

as “Chatrton” (naval architect Howard Chatterton). The IRT concludes that 
the author is a naval architect who had assisted the Anne Arundel County 

Fire Department in the design and purchase of marine vessels. The IRT did 
not find any records indicating there was damage or repairs done to either 

pontoon or to the watertight bulkheads or that any bulkheads were removed 
and replaced with soft patches. The IRT concludes for reason undetermined, 

that the watertight bulkheads were never build into FB41, or were altered at 
a later time. Additionally, the port open wire chase noted by the IRT, was 

either never sealed or was later altered and not resealed, or the seal(s) 

failed. It is clear to the IRT, that had watertight bulkheads been present and 
functional, water intrusion would have been limited to the aft most port and 

starboard compartments only. 
 

FB41 is equipped with four 3,700 gallon per hour bilge pumps. There 
are two pumps per bilge (pontoon) with one pump located under a sealed 

and bolted access hatch in the stern most section of the bilge and a second 
bilge pump located just forward of the soft patch that separates the back 

third of the bilge from the front two thirds of the bilge. The bilge pumps on 
FB41 are original to the vessel (2010 model year). Each bilge pump has a 

canister style float switch attached to the side of the bilge pump. The 
canister float switch has a lower and upper function. The lower function 

activates the bilge pump when water reaches a specific point within the 
canister (assuming the bilge pump‘s switch on the breaker panel is set to 

automatic mode). A light will operate on the panel when this occurs but no 

alarm will sound. The upper function, at the top of the canister, activates the 
high-water alarm which is both a visual and audible alarm on the breaker 

panel. At the time the high-water alarm sounds, the bilge pump will have 
been running since water would have reached the lower threshold on the 

canister. All pumps are connected by hose to an internal attachment point 
above the waterline at the deck level to prevent siphoning of water back into 

the boat. All pumps are physically secured to the bilge. 
 

The high-water alarm is physically located on the breaker panel at the 
right leg area of the vessel operator. The breaker panel has a red LED light 

on the panel when the bilge pumps are activated. This LED light is not visible 
to the operator. Bilge pumps are wired to remain energized at all times in 

the automatic mode (operated by the float switch) with a manual function at 



the helm station breaker panel. It is a standard practice that during weekly 

preventive maintenance checks, that the bilge pumps are manually activated 
as a check of functionality of the pumps. Crew members can visualize water 

discharged via thru-hull valves on both the starboard and port sides. In crew 
interviews, it was common practice to hold the manual switch in the “on” 

position until water stops flowing from the discharges. Manual operation of 
the bilge pump cannot be done by the vessel operator while underway 

because of the location of the breaker. Separate of the weekly preventative 
maintenance checks, the bilge pumps are not required to be manually 

checked by using the breaker switch nor is water accumulation in the bilge 
checked or recorded before the vessel leaves the dock. 

 
On March 28, 2022, the crew of FB41, following normal practices, did 

not check the water level in the bilge of the vessel or use the manual bilge 
pump function before leaving the dock at Sandy Point.  The IRT noted that 

four days prior to the sinking, the Sandy Point area had a period of steady 

rain and this rain would have leaked through the faulty seals of the stern 
hatch doors and added to the water accumulation in both the port and 

starboard bilges.  
 

The IRT determined that, based on interviews with the crew of FB41 
for March 28, 2022, that noise from the outboard motors, the generator, the 

wind and the waves would have precluded the crew from hearing the high-
water alarm if it had sounded (it did not sound as it had been disabled). The 

IRT concluded that the high-water alarm was disabled in the weeks before 
the sinking because of regular false alarms. The alarm was in fact a problem 

or electrical fault within one or more of the high-water alarm canisters. The 
high-water alarm indicates a problem with a critical piece of safety 

equipment and should have been examined and repaired immediately. It 
was clear to the IRT that the severity of the problem was misunderstood by 

maintenance personnel and instead of investigating the matter and 

correcting the problem, the alarm was disabled and determined to be a 
minor nuisance for a later repair.  Additionally, the IRT concluded that if or 

when the bilge pumps activated, the current LED light location on the 
breaker panel is not sufficient to have given the crew notice of the 

activation. The IRT, through interviews and bench testing of the canister 
high-water alarms on each bilge pump, determined that all four high-water 

alarms, both upper and lower functions, were not working on March 28, 
2022 and as such did not activate the bilge pumps to dewater the boat in 

the automatic mode. 
 

Recommendation: It is the recommendation of the IRT that all high-water 
alarms should be both visual and audible and located in a position as to give 

the crew sufficient notice of the alarm. The manual bilge pump activation 



switches must be located where any crew members can operate the switch 

while underway without inhibiting the vessel operator. The IRT recommends 
the Department develop a practice of checking and recording the amount of 

water in the bilge of a vessel before every departure from the dock, while 
underway at regular intervals, and on every return to the dock. The addition 

of a measuring device, possibly a color-coded tape attached to a bulkhead, 
will assist crews with determining bilge water levels. Additionally, the 

Department should determine a practice of regular visual inspections of the 
bilge pumps and a testing of the high-water alarm. The IRT noted that the 

canister type high-water alarms on all Maryland Natural Resources Police 
boats have been replaced with separate float style switches as the canisters 

can easily become disabled by debris or growth within the canister. The float 
style switch allows crew members to raise the switch by hand to assure that 

the alarm function is working and is not affected by the issues found to 
cause problems with the canister style alarms. As such, the IRT recommends 

all canister type high-water alarms be discontinued and replaced with a float 

style high-water alarm switch.  
 

The IRT also recommends that any soft patch that separates areas of a 
bilge, be made into a watertight bulkhead during a given vessel’s next 

scheduled maintenance work. Thus each area of a bilge will be separated by 
a watertight bulkhead, which would improve the survivability of the vessel 

during any flooding event. New vessels to the Department should have 
several watertight bulkheads designed into the bilge of the new vessel. 

 

Bilge Pump and Float Switch Functionality 
 

As stated in the previous section, there are four bilge pumps located 
within FB41. The physical location of each pump allows for a pump to be 

located in each section of a given pontoon on either side of the soft patch. 
The forward bilge pump is located between the outboard motor fuel tank and 

the forward side of the soft patch in the midship section. This area is 
inaccessible for the inspection of the bilge pump.  

 
The aft bilge pump is located in the stern most section of the bilge 

under an inspection port that is sealed and screwed down. This inspection 
port would not normally be opened as the inspection port is adjacent to the 

outboard motors and regularly will be submerged when the vessel is in 

operation. The location of the bilge pump and need to open the inspection 
port by removing screws and seals precludes any regular inspection of the 

bilge pump. 
 

On investigation, the bilge pump wiring and connections were found to 
be proper for marine use. However, various electrical connections were 



wrapped in tape that precluded any inspection of the electrical connection by 

crew members and the taping of the connection prevented the evaporation 
of moisture from under the tape. When the tape was removed by the IRT, it 

was noted that the aft, port side, bilge pump wire connection had significant 
corrosion that could impede the function of the bilge pump.  

 
The IRT removed each bilge pump for visual inspection, bench testing 

and capacity testing. Each bilge pump was marked to track the location of 
where the bilge pump was located within FB41. Additionally, each canister 

attached to a bilge pump was tested to determine if either the lower or 
upper switch functions of each pump were operational. The bilge pumps on 

FB41, as previously noted, have both a lower and upper function. The lower 
function initially activates the pump and the upper function triggers a high-

water alarm. 
 

Capacity and bench testing confirmed that each bilge pump was 

operational. In reviewing the longevity of bilge pump functionality versus 
degeneration based on time on wear, the IRT determined that bilge pump 

capacity is diminished over time because of wear on internal components of 
the bilge pump. There is no current standard on bilge pump replacement, 

but prudent mariners should visually inspect bilge pumps for damage, wear 
or obstructions regularly and have a schedule for annual flow testing with 

bilge pump replacement every five (5) years. 
 

The flow testing of the bilge pumps by the IRT, consisted of 
submerging a bilge pump in a drum of water then activating the pump using 

a battery at a constant 12 volts. To simulate the lift of the bilge pump hose 
on FB41, a five-foot section of similar sized hose as to that on FB41 was 

used. Thus, the pump had to move a quantity of water from the bottom of 
the drum, up and over the rim of the barrel and discharge the water into a 

drain. Each test was concluded when a given pump stopped moving water 

from the base of the barrel. There was no fitting attached to the end of the 
hose at the discharge end. A control was used to set the base standard of 

the test. The control consisted of a new pump by the same manufacturer 
with the same capacity. All components of the test were the same for each 

pump. It should be noted, the manufacturer rates the capacity of any bilge 
pump as the amount of water moved over one-hour through the discharge 

at the base of the pump. The manufacturer’s rating does not consider lift, 
diameter of hose or length of hose run as these are all uncontrolled variables 

based on individual boat design. The results of the testing: 
 

Control Pump/New  2:28  42% pumping capacity. 
 

Pump 1 Midship/ Port   2:48  36% pumping capacity. 



 

Pump 2 Aft/ Starboard   1:42   60% pumping capacity. 
 

Pump 3 Midship/ Starboard  2:30   40% pumping capacity. 
 

Pump 4 Aft/ Port    2:50   35% pumping capacity. 
 

Based on the data, the IRT concluded that because of the design of the 
discharge hoses on FB41, no bilge pump was actually discharging at the 

capacity of water for which it was rated. Additionally, the data confirms that 
three of the four pumps, as compared to the control pump, had a flow of 

lesser quantity of water. The aft port pump which had the lowest amount of 
flow capacity showed the greatest amount wear on the vanes of the impeller 

with the midship port pump having the second least amount of capacity and 
the second most wear. The IRT concluded this diminished capacity can be 

attributed to the fact the port hatch is larger than the starboard hatch and 

thus the port side pontoon generally had a greater amount of regular water 
intrusion. 

 
The canisters attached to each bilge pump were bench tested to 

determine if the high-water bilge pump activation feature was functional. 
Each pump was individually tested several times as the automatic dewater 

feature is critical when a vessel is taking on water. In each test, each 
individual canister failed to operate and consequently, each pump did not 

operate to dewater FB41, though no test could determine the time that the 
automatic dewater feature failed on each individual pump. It was clear and 

convincing to the IRT that on March 28, 2022 when FB41 was rapidly taking 
on water through the port and starboard hatch doors, that none of the four 

bilge pumps automatically activated to dewater the vessel. 
 

The bilge pumps on FB41, because of their location within the vessel, 

cannot be visually inspected or flow tested except for times when the vessel 
is pulled from the water for other maintenance. Based on interviews and the 

inspection of records, the IRT concluded the bilge pumps and the high-water 
alarm and side high-water canisters on FB41 had never been flow tested and 

were original to the boat.   
 

Recommendation: It is the recommendation of the IRT that, consistent 
with the previous recommendation on bilge pumps on Department vessels, 

that all bilge pumps and high-water switches be located in a position where 
they can be visually and functionally tested on a weekly, if not daily, basis 

and that bilge pumps be regularly flow tested to verify capacity. Additionally, 
all canister type high-water alarms should be replaced with float style high-

water alarm switches immediately. In conjunction with any needed high-



water alarm replacement, or in addition to, the Department needs to verify 

that all electrical connections are not taped and that all electrical connections 
are inspected for corrosion and damage. Any connection or wiring with 

corrosion or damage must be replaced. 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Wet Weight Loading and Fender Storage 
 

In the examination of records associated with FB41, the IRT 
determined that the outboard engines on FB41 had been replaced and that 

the horsepower of each engine increased. The increase in horsepower of the 
engines also increased the weight of each motor carried on the motor 

mounts on the stern of the vessel. The total increase in motor weight was 

536 pounds as compared to when the vessel was delivered by the 
manufacturer. 

 
The generator on FB41 was also replaced. The old generator had a gas 

engine supplied by the onboard fuel system. The new generator is diesel and 
has a diesel fuel tank mounted in the starboard pontoon, aft of the generator 

and outward of centerline of the pontoon on the starboard side wall of the 

Bilge pump information from vessel manufacture’s Owner’s Manual. 



pontoon. The new generator, fuel tank and diesel fuel increased the stern 

area weight by 145 pounds. 
 

The effect being a total additional weight of 681 pounds added to the 
stern of the vessel with 536 pounds of that total added to the outermost 

point of the stern. Even with this additional weight, the vessel floated at or 
just below the manufacturer’s intended waterline. This additional weight, 

when added to flooding in the bilges and the loading of water on the stern 
deck has a cumulative effect of pressing the stern deeper into the water 

which allowed for increased intrusion of water on the stern deck by wave 
action. Together this weight resulted in what the crew perceived as the 

vessel having a tendency to pull to port while they were traveling in a SSE 
direction. 

 
The FB41 crew reported that at the same time that the vessel had a 

tendency to pull to port, that the vessel would not get on plane even when 

the motors were taken to full throttle. The IRT concluded that this is a result 
of the water loading on the vessel and drag caused by a fender that became 

loose from the aft towing bitt and became entangled in the starboard motor 
prop. 

 
When FB41 was raised from the water on the travel lift, a section of 

rope was found entangled on the starboard motor prop. When the contractor 
lifted FB41 from the bottom of the Chesapeake Bay, a fender floated free 

and was recovered. This fender was identified as one of two fenders 
normally affixed by a knot to the towing bitt (post) at the stern of FB41. The 

fender was found with a very short section of shredded rope attached. This 
rope matched the shredded rope found on the starboard motor. The lower 

housing of the starboard motor was removed and inspected by mechanics at 
the Matapeake - Maryland Natural Resources Police facility. All gearing was 

determined to be intact and operational. The IRT could not determine when 

the fender became detached from the towing bitt, but evidence suggests it 
became detached and entangled in the starboard motor while the motor was 

in operation. It was clear that the entangled fender did not cause the motor 
to stall or become non-functional, but it did cause drag. This drag 

accompanied with the water loading effect on FB41 kept FB41 from being 
able to increase speed and achieve a plane. 

 
Recommendation: It is the recommendation of the IRT that any fixed 

equipment additions to a vessel be reviewed to verify that the addition is 
consistent with the weight parameters established by the manufacturer. 

Should questions arise as to vessel loading or placement of equipment and 
the effect on buoyancy and righting arm (measurement of buoyancy versus 

gravity), the vessel manufacturer should be consulted.  Additionally, as 



fireboats regularly operate in inclement conditions, all ropes and fenders 

should be stowed in compartments or interior spaces. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Fenders tied to tow bitt in stern area (historic picture, not March 28, 2022). 

Fender rope wrapped around starboard prop. 



 
 

 

 

 
Conclusion 

 
There is no one single factor that sank FB41 on March 28, 2022. 

Rather there were a series of factors, having a synergistic effect that 
resulted in the vessel’s sinking. The critical factors include, weather, failure 

of the self-draining deck, funneling of water to the stern, failure of the stern 
hatch gaskets, lack of a watertight bulkhead in each pontoon, the failure of 

the automatic function of the bilge pumps and the starboard motor 
becoming entangled in a fender rope. 

 
The IRT makes each and every recommendation in this Report 

understanding the realities of the expenses involved but does so in the hope 

that by embracing each recommendation, the Department does not have 
another similar incident. 
  

Fender with rope retrieved during recovery. 
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Fireboat 41 Post-Incident Report - Addendum 

 

Investigative Committee Statement: 

After the Fireboat 41 Post-Incident Report was written and reviewed, 

additional documentation was presented to the Committee. The Committee 
reviewed the new documentation and scheduled additional interviews. After 

evaluating all additional information, the Committee issues this Addendum 

clarifying information contained within the Fireboat 41 Post-Incident Report. 
However, this information does not change any of the recommendations or 

conclusions of the Fireboat 41 Post-Incident Report. 

 Clarification Number 1 (FB41 design and build alterations): As 
noted in the Fireboat 41 Post-Incident Report (hereafter Report), FB41 had 

soft patches built by Moose Boats as the watertight dividers between the 
pontoon compartments on both the port and starboard sides. The soft patch 

was a standard design and build feature of Moose Boats at the time FB41 
was constructed. Moose Boats confirms the intent of the soft patch was to 

make watertight separations. Moose Boats also confirmed that they also 

made the more substantial watertight bulkheads. In subsequent interviews 
after the Report was written, it was confirmed that FB41 was inspected by 

Mr. Howard Chatterton upon delivery and there were no indications of any 
issues with the construction of the soft patches. During post-incident testing, 

the Committee determined that both port and starboard soft patches allowed 
water to penetrate the forward watertight compartment from the aft 

watertight compartment in both pontoons. Thus, as the vessel took on water 
in both the port and starboard aft watertight compartments of each pontoon 

because of faulty gasket seals on the deck hatches, the water moved 
forward through the soft patches equally flooding the forward sections of 

both pontoons from the aft compartments. 

 Clarification Number 2 (FB41 deck hatch gaskets): During the 

subsequent interviews, the Committee determined that the original gaskets 
on both the port and starboard side hatches had a tendency of being torn or 

ripped by members and tools entering or leaving the compartments. As 
identified within the Report, the damaged gaskets were replaced. Additional 

documentation presented to the Committee identified that a third party 
vendor replaced the gaskets on both the port and starboard deck hatches in 

April, 2021.  The Committee requested from the vendor the specification of 
the replacement gasketing material used but did not receive any response 



from the vendor. The goal of the Committee was to compare the original 

gasket specifications to that of the replacement gasket specifications. The 
Committee determined that the replacement gasketing is similar to metal 

edging material and does not have a raised foam area like the original 
gasket material. This raised foam area of the original gasket material would 

touch and overlap a flat gasket material installed on the inside of each 
hatch. The Committee found the replacement material would not touch and 

overlap the flat gasket material installed on the inside of the hatch and thus 
allowed for water intrusion along the entire length of the hatch on both the 

port and starboard hatches. This leakage, found to be of significant quantity, 
occurred on both hatch doors even though both doors had the locking 

latches fully engaged (dogged down).  

 The Committee confirmed with the Howard Chatterton’s Draft - Boat 

Information Book, which was never finalized or officially issued to Station 
41, Ground Support or Special Operations, that the deck hatch doors were 

designed to be part of a watertight enclosure. The Committee had a 
discussion and reviewed statements that Moose Boats made to Ground 

Support staff that the hatch doors were “weather tight.” The Committee 
concluded, regardless of the verbiage used, the clear intent was to create a 

watertight compartment and that as determined by Mr. Howard Chatterton, 
the design was sufficient for that purpose. When FB41 was delivered, during 

sea trials, Marine Operations members took FB41 out in 3-4’ seas and noted 
that the rear deck area had ponding water 1-2” deep. They checked the 

bilges of both the port and starboard aft compartment at the conclusion of 
the sea trials and found that the compartments had no water leakage. 

Additionally, within the Report, it is stated that the new gaskets 
currently on FB41 “are similar in design and construction to gaskets used to 

seal the compartment doors of land-based apparatus.” This statement was 
designed to allow readers to visualize the new gasket material and not 

meant to imply that any given person replaced the original gasket material 
with edging used on fire apparatus.  

Clarification Number 3 (FB41 bilge pumps): The Report states 
that “the bilge pumps and the high-water alarm and side high-water 

canisters on FB41 had never been flow tested and were original to the boat.” 
The Committee was provided with documentation that in April, 2019, a third 

party vendor replaced the aft-port bilge pump and side high-water canister. 
Additionally, the vendor checked all other bilge pumps when they replaced 

the aft-port bilge pump.  

Clarification Number 4 (FB41 high-water alarm): In the Report, 
the Committee identified that the high-water alarm had been disabled. In 

the investigation, the Committee members found a jumper wire connected 

to the alarm which had the effect of disabling the alarm. It is stated in the 



Report that “the severity of the problem was misunderstood by maintenance 

personnel….”. The identification of “maintenance personnel” in the sentence 
was not meant to identify any particular person or group as the Committee 

could not identify who or when the high-water alarm was disabled or who 
knew there was a problem with the high-water alarm. Rather, the 

Committee in using this verbiage wanted to state that all persons assigned 
to Station 41 or who have a duty to maintain FB41 and who disabled the 

high-water alarm or knew that the alarm was disabled, misunderstood the 
critical nature of the alarm. 

Clarification Number 5 (FB41 bilge ballast adjustment): As 

stated in the Howard Chatterton’s Draft - Boat Information Book, the 

majority of the weight in FB41 is concentrated aft of the pilothouse. 
Interviews confirmed that FB41 was designed for larger motors than initially 

installed on FB41. As such, ballast weights were added to the rear transom 
area of FB41.  

In subsequent interviews after the Report was released, Ground 

Support personnel confirmed that when the current motors and generator 
were placed on FB41, that Ground Support personnel consulted with Moose 

Boat staff and removed ballast weight to meet the specifications of the 
original boat design.  

Ground Support staff confirmed that the overall effect was an increase 
of approximately two hundred pounds in the transom area of FB41.  

Clarification Number 6 (FB41 OP IQ reporting): The subsequent 

interviews highlighted the previously identified issue, stated within the 
Report, of the problems reporting FB41 maintenance issues. The Committee 

noted, that the Department since the sinking of FB41, has taken actions to 

resolve any maintenance reporting issues and has developed a fireboat/boat 
maintenance needs decision matrix.  

Based on the interviews and review of documentation, the Committee 

concluded that the issue involving the high-water alarm sounding and 
subsequently being disabled was never reported to the Captain at Station 41 

or Ground Support. Additionally, the broken port side aft hatch cover latch, 
was not identified by Station 41 members as needing to be repaired and 

thus was not reported to Ground Support. 
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Recommendations 

 

 

The Anne Arundel County Fire Department has developed recommendations 

based on the investigation of the IRT. The following were identified as areas 

of focus. 

 

- Replacement parts and maintenance 

- Preventive maintenance scheduling (daily, weekly, monthly) 

- Checklists 

- Policies, procedures, SOPs 

- Training 

- Weather forecasts 

- Marine attire 

- Marine mayday policy 

- Budget (surveys, maintenance) 

 

All areas of recommendation by the IRT are currently being examined by the 

Anne Arundel County Fire Department Command Staff. Many suggestions 

have been informally instituted while department policies and procedures are 

updated. As we move forward with the procurement of new vessels, design 

and maintenance will be paramount in mitigating many of the issues 

recognized by the sinking of Fireboat 41.   

Safety is our number one priority and of critical importance. We will continue 

with our safety focus as we work to obtain new marine vessels to protect 

Anne Arundel County residents and visitors.  

 


